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Abstract - In the intelligent traffic field, accurate recognition of license plate information is not only
conducive to the handling of traffic accidents, but also beneficial to safety in the autonomous field.
However, the identification of license plate information becomes very difficult if there are tilted
angles in the license plate image. The objective of the work is to establish a convolutional neural
network (CNN)-based license plate tilt angle recognition network realizing the horizontal and
vertical tilt angles detection of the license plate accurately; and then, according to the detected
angles, the tilt angle detection algorithm is proposed to realize the tilted license plate image
correction and character segmentation. Firstly, the YOLOv3 is adopted to locate license plate and
classify the clockwise rotation and anticlockwise rotation license plate images. Secondly, the
regression CNN is established to detect the horizontal and vertical tilt angle of the cropped license
plate image. Thirdly, the tilted license plate correction algorithm is proposed to correct the
horizontal and vertical tilt angles of the license plate using image rotation and shearing
transformation theory according to the detected horizontal and vertical tilt angles. Subsequently,
the bilinear interpolation is used to improve the correction performance. Finally, the characters of
the license plate are segmented from the corrected license plate image after removing the upper
and lower boundary. The results show that the proposed tilt angle detection network and the
correction algorithm have a good performance, which is superior to the current state-of-the-art
tilted license plate correction algorithm.
Keywords: Tilted license plate correction, Convolutional neural network, Regression CNN, Tilt
angle detection, Deep learning, Image correction.

1. Introduction
In the current intelligent traffic field, accurate
recognition of license plate information is not only
conducive to the handling of traffic accidents, but
also beneficial to traffic safety [1-4]. However, in the
actual traffic situation, due to the installation
position and established angle of the camera, the
license plate in the camera image has a certain tilt
angle in both horizontal and vertical directions [5-7].
This brings a lot of difficulties to license plate
information recognition. Therefore, tilted license
plate correction is particularly important for license
plate recognition. Tilted license plate correction
methods under various circumstances have been
studied over the last few decades. Comprehensive
surveys can be found in the study [8,9]. The leastsquare method (LSM) and deep learning have an
extensive application in the field of tilt angle
detection, characters segmentation and correction of
the license plate [10-13]. Castro-Zunti et al. [14]
proposed an embedded system for fast and accurate
license plate segmentation and recognition using a
modified single shot detector (SSD) with a feature
extractor
based
on
depth-wise
separable

convolutions. Wu et al. [8] proposed a method for
calculating the license plate tilt angle using LSM.
Firstly, the license plate image edges are detected.
Then, the rectangular information of the license
plate is detected, and some special edge pixels are
selected as the tilt angle calculation samples. Finally,
the LSM is used to compute the tilt angle, and the
tilted license plate is corrected using the coordinate
rotation method. The experimental results show that
the method can calculate the tilt angle of the license
plate accurately.
Significant progress has been achieved in tilt
angle detection and correction of the license plate.
However, these methods generally cannot satisfy the
less calculation and accuracy requirements, and the
principle of these angle detection methods is based
on digital image processing technology, and there is
no tilt angle detection method using regression
convolutional neural network (CNN) in the abovementioned methods. Consequently, from the
perspective of the efficiency and accuracy, it is
extremely important to output the tilt angle of the
tilted license plate accurately and quickly, and the
regression CNN has a huge advantage in dealing with
these kinds of issues. Accordingly, the objective of
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the study is to construct a regression CNN
architecture for tilt angle detection of the license
plate, and then to propose an algorithm for tilted
license plate correction and character segmentation,
which can be used to correct the tilted license plate
and segment the tilted license plate characters based
on the detected tilt angle using the regression CNN.
The contributions of the study are as follows. A
novel tilt angle detecting method for tilted license
plate correction is established based on the
regression CNN, which can be applied in tilted
license plate correction scenarios. Experiment
results demonstrate that it is a good solution to solve
the existing difficulties in tilted license plate
correction.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section
2, the license plate tilt angle detection and the
correction framework are established. In Section 3,
the YOLOv3 and the regression CNN architecture are
introduced for the tilted license plate detection,
classification and tilt angle detection respectively. In
Section 4, the tilted license plate correction
algorithm is proposed. In Section 5, the training and
testing of the detection model are carried out. In
Section 6, experiment results are discussed. Finally,
the study is summarized in Section 7.

One kind includes the clockwise rotation license
plate image, whose tilt angle range is [130°, 180°].
The other includes the anticlockwise rotation license
plate image, whose tilt angle range is in [0°, 45°]. The
horizontal and vertical tilt angles Theta & Gama are
shown in Figure 1.

Gama
Gama

(a)

The objective of the study is to detect the
horizontal and vertical tilt angles and correct the two
kinds of tilted license plate images. To achieve this
objective, the license plate detector and classifier are
firstly constructed using YOLOv3 to locate the
license plate area and classify the clockwise rotation
and anticlockwise rotation license plate images.
Then, according to the four vertices coordinates and
the label of the license plate bounding box located by
YOLOv3, the license plate image in the detected
bounding box is cropped. In order to ensure that the
license plate tilt angle is not distorted, the license
plate ground truth bounding box for training is
labelled with the square rectangle box. The cropped
license plate images include the horizontal and
vertical tilt angle. Then, the cropped images are
input into the regression CNN model to detect the
license plate tilt angle. The horizontal and vertical
tilt angles of the license plate are accurately
detected. Finally, the tilted license plate is corrected
based on the detected horizontal and vertical tilt
angle using the correction algorithm proposed in the
study, and then the characters of the license plate are
segmented using image processing technology. The
license plate tilt angle detection and correction
framework are shown in Figure 2.

The tilt angle detection plays a crucial role in tilted
license plate correction and recognition. To realize
the tilt angle detection and correction of tilted
license plates, a method is introduced in the study
based on CNN and image processing. In real scenes,
due to the impact of the camera installation position,
the license plate in the camera image has a certain
tilt angle in both horizontal and vertical directions. If
there is no tilt angle in the license plate, the license
plate is very easy to detect and recognize. However,
if the license plate in the camera image has a certain
tilt angle, there are many difficulties for the license
plate recognition and character segmentation. After
observation, it is easy to find that the horizontal tilt
angle range of the tilted license plate images are
[130°,180°] and [0°,45°], and the vertical tilt angle
range is [35°, 125°]. Therefore, two kinds of tilted
license plate images are defined.
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Figure 1: Horizontal and vertical tilt angle definition
(Theta & Gama) of tilted license plates. (a)Clockwise
rotation license plate image, (b)Anticlockwise rotation
license plate image
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Figure 2: License plate location, classification, correction and character images segmentation
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Three regression CNN models are used in
detection. The regression CNN model 1 is used to
detect the horizontal tilt angle of the clockwise
rotating license plate images, the regression CNN
model 2 is used to detect the horizontal tilt angle of
the anticlockwise rotating license plate images, and
the regression model 3 is used to detect the vertical
tilt angle of anticlockwise and clockwise rotating
license plate images. The specific detection process
is shown in Figure 3.

3. Key CNN Architecture
Since the license plate area takes up a very small
part of the input image, in order to detection the
calculation amount of CNN, YOLOv3 is firstly used to
locate the approximate area of the license plate.
The CNN architecture is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: License plate tilt angle detection and
correction framework
Step 1. License plate positioning and vertices
coordinates, label obtaining of the detected
bounding box;
Step 2. License plate image in detected bounding
box cropping based on Step 1;
Step 3. Tilt angle detecting of the license plate
images input from Step 2;
Step 4. Tilted license plate image correction
based on the detected tilt angle from Step 3;
Step 5. License plate character extracting based
on Step 4;
Step 6. License plate character image
segmentation based on Step 5.

The license plate area detection network is a fully
convolutional network, which uses a lot of residual
jump layer connection. To reduce the negative
gradient effect caused by pooling, the author directly
eliminates pooling layer and uses the stride of conv
to achieve down-sampling [15,16]. To enhance the
detection accuracy of small targets by the algorithm,
it adopts the up-sampling and fusion approach like
FPN to realize the detection function on feature
maps of multiple scales [17]. It can be divided into
three parts: Backbone, Neck and Prediction [18].
Because there is no pooling layer and fully connected
layer, it uses Backbone to reduce the dimension of
the feature graph and output it. To better extract the
fusion features, the Neck layer transmits and fuses
and the high-level feature information by the way of
up-sampling to get the feature map for prediction.
The three feature graphs used in the final prediction
are 19*19*255, 38*38*255, and 76*76*255 [19]. The
DBL in the network stands for Darknetconv2D_BN_
Leaky and is the basic component [20]. The resn
represents that there are n res networks including
res1, res2,..., resn-1, resn, etc. The number n denotes
how many res are contained in the block unit. It
begins to learn from the residual structure of ResNet,
which can make the network structure deeper.
Concat stands for tensor splicing. It splices the
middle layer of Darknet with the up-sampling of the
next layer. The splicing operation is different from
the add operation of the residual layer. The splicing
will expand the dimension of the tensor, while the
add operation only adds directly and does not
change the dimension of the tensor.
The regression CNN is specialized to solving
regression problems [21-24]. It is applicable to
address numerical regression forecasting questions.
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The regression CNN architecture can be divided into
one data layer, three convolutional layers, three
pooling layers and two fully connected (FC) layers.
The parameters of each layer are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Layer parameters of the regression CNN
Kernel
Layer Name
Stride
size(number)
1
Conv layer 1
5×5 (96)
2
2
Pooling layer 1
5×5 (96)
2
3
Conv layer 2
3×3 (96)
2
4
Pooling layer 2
3×3 (96)
2
5
Conv layer 3
3×3 (128)
1
6
Pooling layer 3
3×3 (128)
2
9
FC layer 1
1×1 (192)
1
11
FC layer 2
1×1 (1)
1

rotated according to the horizontal tilt angle, and
then the image is sheared according to the vertical
tilt angle. The angles of rotation and shearing
required to correct the image are divided into
positive and negative angles. It is stipulated in the
study that the positive angle represents that the
image needs to be rotated clockwise and sheared
horizontally to the left, while the negative angle
represents that the image needs to be rotated
anticlockwise and sheared horizontally to the right.
The four cases of the tilted license plates are
shown in Figure 6 where  and  are the horizontal
and vertical tilt angles detected by the regression
CNN, and  ,  represent the angles that rotation
and shearing transformation of the license plate
correction needs.

The data layer uses HDF5 format supporting float
labels. In order to make the network more suitable
for our datasets, some parameters are modified and
selected such as the activation function and the loss
function for the network architecture. The
regression CNN architecture is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: License plate tilt angle detection and
correction framework
The Euclidean loss function [25] is hired in the
loss function layer. The Euclidean loss function
calculates the error between the label value and the
detected value. If the total number of the training
samples is N, the label value is expressed as y and
the detection value is expressed as ŷ , the Euclidean
loss function can be expressed as:
1 N
(1)
EEuclideanLoss =  ( yi − yˆi )2
N i =0

4. Tilt License Plate Image Correction
Algorithm
In order to correct the license plate, the image
rotation and shearing transformation [26, 27] are
used for the tilted license plate image correction
after the tilt angle of the license plate is detected by
the regression CNN model. Firstly, the image is
144

Figure 6: Four cases of tilted license plate correction
When  is in the interval of (90°, 180°), the tilted
license plate needs to be rotated anticlockwise, and

the required rotation angle is  = −  −  .
When  is in the interval of (0°, 90°], the tilted
license plate needs to be rotated clockwise, and the
required rotation angle is  =  .
When there is no tilt angle in the horizontal
direction, but there is a tilt angle in the vertical
direction (i.e.,  =  or  =  ), the study defines
that such tilted license plate should be rotated
anticlockwise. In other words, it is uniformly
considered that the horizontal tilt angle is 180°, and
the tilted license plate needs to be rotated by 0°

(  = −  −  ). However,  is a negative value
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when the tilted license plate must be rotated
anticlockwise. So, when the horizontal tilt angle of
the license plate is 180° or 0°, to simplify the
correction algorithm, the angle that needs to be
rotated anticlockwise is assumed to be a negative
constant value, which is set as -1° in the study. This
simplifies the tilted license plate correction
algorithm without affecting the correction accuracy.
The above analysis can be expressed as:

 = −( −  )

 = 

 = −

left

shearing

 x   cos 
 y  =  sin 
  
1   0

    

(2)

    

angle

is

 = 90 −  + 

;

Conversely, when  −   90 , the right shearing
angle is  = − 90 −  +  . The above analysis can be
expressed as
  = 90 −  + 


  = − 90 −  + 

 −   90

right

shearing

(6)

Calculate rotation angle  = − 180 − 
elseif  −    − and  = 180
Calculate rotation angle  = −1
End If
4.Calculate radians value of rotation angle  1

shearing angle is  = 90 +  −  . Conversely, when
the

0  x 
0   y 
1   1 

Calculate rotation angle  = 
elseif  −    − and   180

transformation is required to correct a tilted license
plate. In this case, when  −   90 , the left
,

(5)

Tilted license plate correction algorithm
Input: tilted license plate image (IM)
Output: corrected plate image
1.Input detected horizontal tilt angle 
2.Input detected vertical tilt angle 
3.Determine the shearing transformation
angle 
if  −    − 180

 is greater than  when the clockwise rotation

 −   90

0  x 
0   y 
1   1 

There are many pixels that will be affected in the
transformed image. To ensure the quality of the
transformed image, the interpolation algorithm is
often needed to supplement the pixels. In the study,
the bilinear interpolation algorithm [29, 30] is
adopted to fill the pixels outside the original image
boundary into the background colour. Then,
according to the interpolated image, the upper and
lower boundary of the license plate is detected, and
the license plate image is cut out. Based on the above
analysis, the tilted license plate correction algorithm
is proposed as below and the corresponding flow
chart is shown in Figure 7.

(3)

 −  < 90

− sin 
cos 
0

 x  1 tan 
 y  =  0
1
  
1   0
0

    

After the tilted license plate image is corrected by
rotation transformation, the vertical tilt angle of the
tilted license plate will be changed. The vertical tilt
correction for the license plate can be divided into
left shearing correction and right shearing
correction.
The study stipulates that when the correction
transformation is left shearing correction, the
shearing angle should be a positive value. When the
correction transformation is right shearing
correction, the shearing angle should be a negative
value.
 is greater than  when the anticlockwise
rotation transformation is required to correct the
tilted license plate. In this case, when  −   90 ,
the

transformed, the point ( x, y,1) in the image becomes
( x, y,1) . The matrices of rotation transformation
and shearing in horizontal direction transformation
can be expressed as [26,28].

angle

1 =



π
180
5.Calculate the rotation transformation matrix

is

 = − 90 +  −  . The above analysis can be
R

expressed as:
  = 90 +  − 


  = − 90 +  − 

 −   90
 −  < 90

(4)

The homogeneous coordinate matrix is used in
the 2-dimensional image transformation matrix. It is
supposed that there is a homogeneous coordinate
point ( x, y,1) in the image. After the image is

cos  1
R =  sin  1
 0

− sin  1
cos  1
0

0
0 
1 

6.Calculate the rotated image IM1= [pixels of
image IM] * R
7.Bilinear interpolation for IM1
IM2
8.Calculate the shearing angle
if   0
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if  −   90

Calculate shearing angle  = 90 +  − 

elseif  −   90

Calculate shearing angle  = 90 +  − 

end
end if
else if   0
if  −   90

Calculate shearing angle  = 90 −  + 

elseif  −   90

Calculate shearing angle  = − 90 −  + 

end
end if
9.Calculate radians value of rotation angle 1

1 =



π
180
10.Calculate the shearing transformation
matrix S
1 tan 1 0 
S =  0
1
0 
 0
0
1 
11.Calculate the rotated image IM3= [pixels of
image IM2] * S
12.Bilinear interpolation for IM3 → IM4
13.Return IM4
14.End
Input the horizontal and horizontal tilt angles
Determine the shearing transformation angle
Calculate the rotation angle
Calculate the rotation transformation matrix
Calculate the rotated image IM1
Bilinear interpolation for IM1 To get IM2
Calculate the shearing angle
Calculate the shearing transformation matrix
Calculate the rotated image IM3 from IM2
Bilinear interpolation for IM3 to get IM4

Figure 7: Flow chart of tilted license plate correction
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5. Training and Testing
5.1 Dataset Production
The CCPD [31] dataset of the University of
Science and Technology of China is used for the data
set of license plate location and classification. The
ground truth bounding boxes in 500 images are
labeled. The label categories of the dataset are
“clockwise-rotation-plate”
and
“anticlockwiserotation-plate”. The data set image size is
720x1160x3. It is expected to locate the license plate
area in the image through the trained model.
The license plate area is always adjacent to the
non-license-plate area, which increases the
calculated amount for the license plate tilt angle
detection. In order to obtain the dataset suitable for
license plate angle detection, we used the trained
model to test 3,038 images in the CCPD data set. The
four vertices coordinate of the bounding boxes are
obtained. According to the vertices coordinates, the
license plate area image is cropped, and these images
are transformed to grayscale images with the size of
100×100.
Based on the detection model, the license plate
images are classified into two categories: clockwise
rotation plate images and anticlockwise rotation
plate images. The number of the clockwise rotation
plate images is 1555, and the number of the
anticlockwise rotation plate images is 1483. The
number of the vertical tilt angle detection dataset is
3038 images.

5.2 Training and Testing
The experiment is implemented in Caffe. The
experimental hardware configuration includes Intel
Core i7 processor with 8G NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1070
GPU. The operating system is Ubantu18.04 and the
programming language is Python.
The learning rate in training is set to 0.01, and the
license plate location and classification model is
obtained after 500 epochs. The evaluation index of
the model is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen from
each evaluation index that the network model has
high precision of location and classification. GIou,
Objectness and Classification curve graphs
respectively represent coordinate loss, score loss
and classification loss. Their values converge as the
training goes on. It can be seen from Figure 8 that
these three indicators gradually converge, which
proves that the network training is in good
condition. Val GIou, val Objectness and val
Classification is the result of cross data sets. mAP is
the integral area plotted with precision and recall
rate curves. mAp@0.5 means that when IoU is set to
0.5, the AP of all images in each category is
calculated, and then the mAp of all categories is
calculated. mAP@0.5:0.95 represents mAp at
different IOU thresholds (from 0.5 to 0.95, step size
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0.05: 0.5, 0.55, 0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95).
Obviously, the larger the mAP@0.5 and the
mAP@0.5:0.95 are, the higher the detection accuracy
of the model is proved. The precision and recall
curve are key experiment evaluation indexes.

The precision index can be expressed as:

Precision =

TP
TP+FP

(7)

Figure 8: Evaluation index
Recall index can be expressed as:
TP
Recall =
TP+FP

(8)

where positive cases are correctly decomposed into
positive cases, represented by TP. Positive cases are
correctly classified into negative cases, represented
by FN. Negative cases are correctly classified into
negative cases, represented by TN. Negative cases
are correctly classified into positive cases,

represented by FP [32, 33]. AP is the area under the
P(R) curve, which can be expressed as:

AP =  P( R)dR
1

0

(9)

The training parameters of the regression CNN
are shown in Table 2. Model 1 is used to detect the
horizontal tilt angle of the clockwise rotation plate.
The training dataset includes 1200 images, the
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validation dataset includes 255 images, and the
dataset used for the testing includes 100 images.
Model 2 is mainly used for the horizontal tilt angle
detection of the anticlockwise rotation plate. The
1100 images are used as the training dataset. The
283 images are used as the validation dataset and
the 100 images are used as the testing dataset. Model
3 is used to detect the vertical tilt angle of the license
plate.

models fit well with the detected angle. The
corresponding variances of three models are
4.069145, 2.5575, 5.3699 respectively.

Table 2. Training parameters of three models
Model
Training
parameters
Training
dataset
Validation
dataset
Testing dataset
Training loss
Validation loss
Iteration
learning rate

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

1200

1100

2300

255

283

538

100
0.000165
0.000235
20000
0.0001

100
0.000363
0.000708
20000
0.001

100
0.001896
0.000975
100000
0.001

6. Experiment Results and Discussions
6.1 License Plate Location and Classification
Results
The license plate area is well located and
classified by the proposed model. It is very suitable
for small target recognition. The experimental
results in Figure 9 show that license plates can be
accurately detected.

Figure 9: Location and classification results of tilted
license plates

6.2 Tilt Angle Detection Results
Figure 10 shows the fitting curve between the
label angle and detected angles of 100 test samples.
The red point represents the label angel and the blue
point represents the detected angle. It can be seen
from Figure 10 that the label angle of the three
148

Figure 10: Scatter fitting diagrams of three models

6.3 Experimental Results of Tilted License
Plate Correction
The uncorrected tilted license plates are easy to
lose pixel information after being cropped from the
original image. The correction algorithm proposed in
the study firstly corrects the tilted license plate
based on the input image with rotation
transformation,
and
then
the
shearing
transformation is applied to the rotated corrected
license plate image. After rotation transformation
and shearing transformation are implemented
respectively, the size of the image and the boundary
of the original image change. The interpolation
algorithm fills the area outside the boundary of the
original image into the background colour. The
experiment results show that the algorithm has
higher accuracy, and after transformation the image
has almost no loss of pixel information, and the
correction efficiency is very high. Table 3 shows the
corrected license plate images after rotating and
shearing transformation. The experiment results
show that the tilted license plate is well corrected
according to the detected horizontal and the vertical
tilt angles using the proposed tilted license plate
correction algorithm.
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In order to verify the superiority of our method,
we use the traditional license plate tilt correction
method based on Hough transform to compare with
our method. Table 4 shows the comparison effect of
Hough transform and our method. Table 4 shows
that the performance of Hough correction method in
the vertical tilt correction of the license plate is poor.
Table 3. Titled license plate correction results
Original image

Rotation
transform

Shearing
transform

In order to verify the effect of corrected images
on license plate recognition, the image edges are
firstly detected using the Canny edge detection
algorithm after the license plate image correction.
Then the image outline is smoothed. Finally, the
license plate outline is determined, the license plate
area can be cropped according to the detected
outline, and the license plate character images are
segmented respectively. The character images
segmentation process of the license plate is show in
Figure 11.

Input image

Canny operator
edge detection

license plate
image cropping

Image outline
smoothing

License plate
grayscale image

Small objects
removing

Character images

Figure 11: Character image segmentation
After correction, the vertical tilt angle of the
license plate still exists. Although Hough transform
has corrected the horizontal edge of the license plate,
the effect is poor. Compared with our method
proposed in the study, the vertical edge of the license
plate corrected by Hough transform still has a large
tilt angle.
Table 4. Titled license plate correction results
Original image

Hough
transform

Our method

7. Conclusions
Great progress has been made in correcting and
recognizing tilted license plates. The traditional
license plate correction method has some defects
when recognizing the tilt angle of license plates. The
traditional license plate correction methods are
more and more unable to meet the detection
precision and real-time requirements. Therefore, a
tilted license plate correction method is proposed in
the study based on deep learning technology. Firstly,
the YOLOv3 is utilized to locate and classify the
clockwise and anticlockwise rotation license plate
images, and then the license plate image in the
detected bounding box is cropped out based on the
vertices coordinates and the corresponding label.
The cropped license plate images are used as
three datasets for training the tilt angle detection
models of license plate based on the regression CNN.
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Model 1 and Model 2 are respectively used to
detect the horizontal tilt angle of clockwise and
counter clockwise rotation license plates. Model 3 is
used to detect the vertical tilt angle of the license
plate images. Then, according to the detected angle,
the proposed tilted license plate correction
algorithm is applied to correct the license plate
image horizontally and vertically respectively.
Finally, the license plate image in the corrected
image is cut out according to the upper and lower
boundary, and then the image processing technology
is used to extract the license plate characters images.
The experiment results show that the proposed
method has high detection accuracy. Compared with
the Hough transform, and Radon transform, the
proposed tilt angle detection method based on
regression CNN has higher accuracy and less
calculation. With the rapid development of deep
learning technology, license plate recognition
technology is moving towards the direction of
artificial intelligence. The method of tilted license
plate correction and character segmentation
proposed in the study can further cooperate with the
CNN-based license plate character recognition
method to construct a license plate recognition
system based on deep learning. However, it should
be noticed that the weather condition has some
influence on the detection and correction
performance.
Therefore,
the
meteorological
difficulties will be studied based on the proposed
method in the future.
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